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Abstract-A multiplier-free residue to binary converter architecture based on the Chinese re- 
mainder theorem II (CRT II) [I] is presented. The paper also includes a binary to residue converter. 
This is achieved by introducing a new moduli set (2,2” - 1, 2n + Zn-’ - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1) for RNS 
application. The complexity of conversion has been greatly reduced using CRT II with the new 
moduli set. The proposed hardware architecture replaces the necessary multiplication by shift-left 
operations. A similar hardware architecture is presented for the binary to residue conversion. @ 2002 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Algorithm, Arithmetic, Chinese remainder theorem, Circuit and systems, Residue 
number system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The residue number systems (RNS) have found application in digital signal processing. The 
main advantage of RNS is the carry-free operation in addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 
The parallel property of the RNS makes the addition, subtraction, and multiplication on long 
numbers operate at the same speed as on short numbers. 
The conversion from residue to binary and a binary to residue is needed for any successful RNS 
application, which allows interfacing with general-purpose computers. Most conversion methods 
are based on the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) and mixed-radix conversion (MRC) [2,3]. In 
addition, many of the conversion methods reported in the literature are based on the threemoduli 
set [4-81. 
Restricting to a four-moduli set, an integer X can be converted from its residue representation 
(q, ~2~23, zq) to its binary value using CRT II given in the following form [I]: 
Nl = 52 + I~lh - ~2)lPI * P2, (1) 
N2 = 24 + lk2(23 - 24)lp3 * P4, (2) 
X = N2 + Ik3W1 - N2)lplpz * (~3 * ~41, (3) 
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where (pr,ps,ps,p4) is the moduli set, and it satisfies the following conditions: 
p2 * ICI = 1 modpi, ~4 * k2 = modP3, and (~3 * P4) = 1 mod(Pl * ~2). (4) 
The main advantage of CRT II is that it reduces the large modulo M = ntlpZ operation of 
CRT to modulo pl * p2 operation. In addition, the numbers involved in the conversion process 
are smaller than CRT [I]. 
In this paper, we introduce a new four-moduli set (2, 2n - 1, 2n + 2n-1 - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1). 
With this four-moduli set, the residue to binary conversion using the CRT II can be dramatically 
simplified. The advantage of this moduli set is that it replaces multiplication operation by simple 
shift operation. It also simplifies the calculations involved. 
The implementation of the converter based on new CRT II for the four-moduli set is shown in 
Figure 1. 
x3 x4 
p4 * 
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Figure 1. A converter based on new CRT II for four-moduli sets. 
2. MODULI SET SELECTION FOR CRT II 
The RNS to binary conversion using CRT II [l] can be simplified if a moduli set can be selected 
so that the constants kl, k2, and k3 are all equal to one. 
LEMMA. The moduli set (2, 2n - 1, 2n +2”-i - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1) satisfies the following conditions: 
IP21P1 = 1, IP4lP3 = 1, lP3 * P4lp1*pz = 1. 
The proof of this lemma is obvious. 
The following theorem shows that the moduli set (2,2” - 1, 2n + 2’+’ - .,2 n+l + 2n - 1) 
simplifies the RNS to binary conversion using CRT II [I]. 
THEOREM. The moduli set (pi,p2,ps,p4) = (2, zn - 1, Zn + 2+’ - 1, Zn+’ + 2* - 1) reduces the 
computation of X from equations (Z)-(4) to 
N = 22 + [(Xl - 22)lp, * P2, (5) 
Nz = x4 + [(x3 - 24)lp3 * P4, (6) 
x = N2 + Wl - ~2)lp1pz + (P3 * P4). (7) 
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PROOF. The above theorem is true if Icr = kz = k3 = 1. For k1, 
ICI *p2 = lmodpr, 
lkl * (2n - 1)12 = 1, 
I lkllz * I@” - 1)1212 = 1. 
Since l(2n - l)ls = 1, therefore 
lhlz = 1. 
Similarly for k2, 
k2 * p.4 = 1 modps, 
lb * ~4lp3 = 1, 
1 lk212-+2--~-1 * l(zn+’ +Y - 1)12,+2,.-,_112”+2,,_1_1 =.I 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Since l(2n+1 + 2n - 1)12~+2,.-~_1 = 1, therefore 
lk212r.+2n-~_1 = 1. (15) 
Similarly for ks, 
k3 * ~3~4 = 1 modplpz, (16) 
= 1. 2 
II 
+‘_2 (17) 
Since 122(n+1) + 22n-1 - 2n+2 - 2n-1 + 112”+1_~ = 1, therefore 
(k312n+1-2 = 1. (18) 
The lemma and theorem can easily be extended to more than the four-moduli set. To illustrate 
how the residue to binary conversion algorithm works, consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Find the binary number that is represented by ( 0 10 20 12 ) using a moduli 
set (2, 15, 23, 47), where n = 4. 
SOLUTION. Using equations (5)-(7), 
Nr = 10 + I(0 - lO)(s * 15 = 10, 
N2 = 12 + I(20 - l2)12s * 47 = 388, 
X = 388 + I(10 - 388)13s * (23 * 47) = 13360. 
3. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF RNS TO BINARY CONVERSION 
The reduction of multiplication operation is illustrated for Nr , 
NI = 22 + 1x1 - z21pl * p2 = 22 + 1x1 - 2212 * (2n - 1) = 22 + 1x1 - 2212 * 2” - 1x1 - x212. 
The implementation is shown in Figure 2. 
Similarly, for Ns and X, one operand of the multiplication operation is a modulo (p4 = 2n+1 + 
2n - l), and product of modulo (ps *p4) = 22(n+1) + 22n-1 - 2n+2 - Zn-’ + 1, respectively. Hence, 
multiplication can similarly be implemented as a shift-left operation. 
The complete hardware realization without multiplication operation is shown in Figure 3. 
4. BINARY TO RNS CONVERSION 
The binary to residue conversion using the moduli set (2, 2n - 1,2” + 2n-1 - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1) 
can similarly be implemented without multiplication operation. 
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Figure 2. 
Figure 3. A new converter based on CRT II for four-moduli sets. 
THEOREM. Let X = b323n + b222n + b12” + bo be a binary on 4n-bit representation. Then the 
residues (xI,z~,Q,z~) are given by 
~1 = l-Y2 = lbol2 = bo, 
22 = 1X12--1 = (bg + b2 + bl + b&‘&-l, 
53 = tX1(2=+2+1-1) = Im3b3 + mabz + mlbl + boJ2n+2,+l-l, 
54 = IXI(2~+1+2n-1) = [k&3 + 12b2 + llbl + bo12r.+l+2”_1, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
where 
ml = 2n, m2 = Iml * mlI2n+2n-l-l, m3 = /ml * ml * m112TL+2~-l-1, 
11 = 2n, z2 = 111 * 11(2’“+‘+2”-l, 13 = 111 * 11 * 11~2”+1+2Ll, 
mi and li are precomputed constants. 
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PROOF. In general, xi = IXIPi = lbs23n + b222n + b12n + bolpi; that, is, 
xi = lb3 /23nlpi +b2 )22nlpi + bi Pnlpi + bolp, . I 
For ~1, since 
j23y2 = 0, 1229q2 = 0, 
therefore, x1 = Ibol2. Similarly, for x2, since 
12”12 = 0, (23) 
123y2n_I = 1, 122n12”_1 = 1, Pn12”-1 = 1, 
therefore, 22 = lb3 + bp $ bl + bolp_1. Similarly, for x3, therefore, x3 = Irnsbs + m2b2 + mibi + 
b~12r~+p-~_~. Similarly, for x4, therefore ~4 = ll3b3 + 12b2 + llbl + b0(2a+l+2rn_1. To illustrate 
how the binary to residue conversion algorithm works, consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Given the 16-bit binary number B = (0011 0100 0011 0000) = 1336Oi,,, where 
b3 = 3, b2 = 4, bl = 3, bo = 0, find the RNS representation using the four-moduli set (2, 15, 
23, 47) corresponding to n = 4. 
SOLUTION. The residue number is calculated using equations (19)-(22). The precomputed con- 
stants for n = 4 are 
lhl47 = 124(47 = 16, lm1123 = 124123 = 16, 
l/2147 = 116 * 16147 = 21, lmzlzs = 116 * 1612s = 3, 
1/3l47 = 116 * 16 * 16147 = 7, lrnslzs = 116 *‘16 * 16123 = 2. 
The residues are computed as follows: 
xi = lbolz = 0, 
x2 = lb3 + ba + bl + boll5 = 13 + 4 + 3 + 011s = 10, 
~3 = Im3b3 + mzb2 + rnlbl + b0123 = 12 * 3 + 3 * 4 + 16 * 3 + 0123 = 20, 
24 = lZ3 * b3 + lzb2 + llbl + b&7 = 17 * 3 + 21 * 4 + 16 * 3 + 0147 = 12. 
The RNS representation is (0 10 20 12 ). 
5. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF BINARY TO RNS CONVERSION 
The hardware realization of xi, 52, x3, and x4 for moduli set (2, 15, 23, and 47) is shown in 
Figures 4-6. Note that since the residue numbers are independent from each other, we can realize 
them in separate circuits. Each circuit will generate one residue number. 
Multiplication operation occurs in the computation of 2s and x4 only. The multiplication 
operation is replaced by shift-left operation by converting each of the multiplying constants to 
the power of 2. The constants for 2s are 
m3 = 2 = 2n-3, m2 = 3 = 2n-3 + 1, ml = 16 = 2”. 
The constants for x4 are 
l3 = 7 = 2n-1 - 1, 12 = 21 = 2” + 2n-2 + 1, Ii = 16 = 2n, 
where n = 4. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the multiplier free implementation of xs and x4, respectively. 
6. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces a new four-moduli set (2,2” - 1, 2n + 2+’ - 1, 2n+1 + 2” - 1) that 
simplifies the algorithm in converting binary to residue and vice versa. With this moduli set the 
multiplication within CRT II can be replaced by simple shift-left operations. Computations are 
simplified by reducing the constants ICI, k2, and k3 within CRT II to one. 
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Figure 6. The implementation of 12. 
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Figure 7. The implementation of 2s. Figure 8. The implementation of 14 with shift left. 
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